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Thesis Statement Examples. Example of an analytical thesis statement: An analysis of the college admission process
reveals one challenge facing counselors.

Why is this thesis weak? That type of thesis is a long, well-written paper that takes years to piece together.
Thesis statements that are too vague often do not have a strong argument. Thesis Statements What this
handout is about This handout describes what a thesis statement is, how thesis statements work in your
writing, and how you can craft or refine one for your draft. Lunsford, Andrea A. You want to declare your
intentions in this essay and guide the reader to the conclusion that you reach. Introduction Writing in college
often takes the form of persuasionâ€”convincing others that you have an interesting, logical point of view on
the subject you are studying. In this persuasive thesis statement, you see that I state my opinion the best type
of sandwich , which means I have chosen a stance. The thesis statement can either be the first few sentences of
the paper or included as the final sentences in the first paragraph of your introduction. Composing a thesis
statement does take a bit more thought than many other parts of an essay. Now you write: In Huckleberry
Finn, Mark Twain develops a contrast between life on the river and life on the shore. Ruszkiewicz, John J.
However, because a thesis statement can contain an entire argument in just a few words, it is worth taking the
extra time to compose this sentence. Assignment directions tell you that in between the cover page and the
table of contents, an abstract is also required. Keep in mind that this is one of many possible interpretations of
the Civil Warâ€”it is not the one and only right answer to the question. This sentence can tell a reader whether
your essay is something they want to read. Bean, and June Johnson. Formulating a thesis is not the first thing
you do after reading an essay assignment. Your abstract will contain elements such as an introduction, a few
sentences that describe the main points and a conclusion. For a longer essay, you need a thesis statement that
is more versatile. You look again at the evidence, and you decide that you are going to argue that the North
believed slavery was immoral while the South believed it upheld the Southern way of life. Now you have a
working thesis! How are they the same? Example of a stronger thesis: Peanut butter and jelly sandwiches are
fun to eat because they always slide around. Compare this to the original weak thesis. After a brief
introduction of your topic, you state your point of view on the topic directly and often in one sentence. This
style of thesis is perfect for a brief essay that contains only two or three body paragraphs. In college, five
paragraph essays become few and far between as essay length gets longer. This final thesis statement presents
an interpretation of a literary work based on an analysis of its content. Re-reading the question prompt after
constructing a working thesis can help you fix an argument that misses the focus of the question. Reading
through the abstracts of the first academic articles you research is a good starting point to thoroughly
understand its purpose. For example, with an informative essay, you should compose an informative thesis
rather than argumentative. Formula for a Strong Argumentative Thesis One thing I find that is helpful for
students is having a clear template. Strength: Finally, for a persuasive thesis to be strong, it needs to be
arguable. In order to do this, you need to either come up with a question you can answer, or one which you can
demonstrate does not yet have an answer and why. This form of persuasion, often called academic argument,
follows a predictable pattern in writing. Please do not use this list as a model for the format of your own
reference list, as it may not match the citation style you are using. Your thesis statement will need to follow a
format specific to the type of paper you are writing; for example, an analytical paper, your statement might
read as follows: "An analysis of available research on the physical environment identifies three factors that
should concern parents and the physical environment to which they expose their children: noise levels,
crowding and neighborhood quality. You probably should aim for a single sentence that is at least two lines, or
about 30 to 40 words long. In this thesis, I have made a claim about the theme in Narnia followed by my
reasoning. The subject, or topic, of an essay might be World War II or Moby Dick; a thesis must then offer a
way to understand the war or the novel.


